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At the 2022 event, there is one main
networking spaces upstairs – the Business
Pavilion. Breakfast and lunch networking,
refreshment breaks and evening drinks will
take place here and in the main talks hall.
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Meet our exhibitors
in the Business Pavilion
Synergy is the leading provider of IT services for the international fine art
market. With local teams in London, Paris, New York, Los Angeles, Hong
Kong and Dubai, Synergy supports day-to-day IT operations for galleries,
dealers and artists’ studios around the world.
Synergy designs solutions which blend seamlessly into gallery environments,
ensuring IT remains sympathetic to aesthetics. The firm also consults on IT
security, helping clients to protect their digital spheres.
synergy.tech

ROKBOX is a London-based R&D company founded by people working
in the art world who were fed up with waste and broken artworks.
The ROKBOX, first launched 3 years ago, is now available in 5 sizes. It's
tried and tested, robust and reusable, zero waste and offers significant
reductions in CO2. ROKBOX is being used by museums, auction houses,
galleries, fine art shippers, private collectors and artists globally.
ROKBOX Lite is launching in Spring 2022. Its design is founded upon the
3 R’s of sustainability: reduce, reuse, recycle. Super lightweight, reusable,
100% recyclable. Suitable for use within the existing ‘outer’ ROKBOX or
independently.
The days of throwing things away are over & no one puts their valuables
in a wooden safe.
rok-box.com
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Meet our exhibitors
(continued)
With auctioneering DNA running through its code, Snoofa has been
developed specifically for auctioneers and art market participants. With
eighty years of combined auctioneering experience, Snoofa’s exceptional
team lives and breathes the tech so you don’t have to. Our innate
understanding of auction processes and logic feed into every part of
Snoofa resulting in a stable, secure and compliant system.
We offer Live Streamed, Timed and Sealed Bid auction functionality,
integrated accountancy APIs and crucially a volume registration system
that is fully compliant with the AML regulations at zero cost to our clients.
Auctioneering has changed. Snoofa can help.
snoofa.com

With offices in Paris, London and New York, Convelio specialises in the
transport of fine art and collectible design and allows you to instantly
book local and international shipments from their online platform.
How does it work? They have developed an innovative algorithm that
generates instant quotes, along with an end-to-end solution to cover
the entire shipping process: from collection, soft-packing and crating,
to insurance, freight, customs, and front-door or white-glove delivery
with installation. Through Convelio’s dashboard, clients have access
to white-label real-time tracking, shareable payment links, as well as
their shipments history and all related documents. Convelio delivers on
excellence, meeting industry standards for complex shipping demands
unique to the art world.
convelio.com
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